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Soft Prezel Twists
6 servings | 220 calories per serving
Ingredients
1 each 16" whole grain pizza or bread dough about 18oz
1 quart water
4 Tbsp baking soda
1 each egg
1/4 tsp table salt
Instructions
Click here for photo instructions and full nutrition facts.

1. Mix the water and baking soda together in a large bowl. Beat
the egg and mix with table salt and set aside.*
2. Portion/cut dough into three 6 oz pieces (makes 3 large
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pretzels). Roll each piece into 30-inch strips.
3. Twist the dough ends a few times.
4. Grab ends and flip up to make a classic pretzel shape.
5. Place pretzel on a greased screen or pan. Brush the pretzel
with the egg mixture and sprinkle with kosher salt if desired.
Bake at 400 degrees for 8 to 12 minutes until golden brown.
6. Remove from oven. Brush with butter and sprinkle with
kosher salt if desired. Cut each pretzel in half and share!
*The egg mixture makes enough for more pretzels! It can be covered and saved
for several days in the refrigerator. You'll need to stir it up when you use it
again.

Post-Exercise Nutrition
In previous months, we learned ways to properly
fuel and hydrate before and during exercise. Now,
let's discuss post-exercise nutrition.
As mentioned before, fueling strategies are
dependent upon workout intensity and duration.
Hydration and energy needs can also vary greatly
from person to person.
Plain water and a well-balanced diet is typically
enough to rehydrate and refuel moderate workouts
for the average gym-goer.
Athletes, however, should pay closer attention to
rehydrating and refueling after intense physical
activity. To rehydrate, it is recommended that
athletes drink 2-3 cups of fluids per pound of sweat
lost.
Much has been made about the "window of
opportunity" after a workout, a limited time frame
of enhanced glycogen repletion and muscle
hypertrophy. However, more research is needed to
conclusively determine such a "window" and what
ratio of carbs to protein should be consumed. On
the other hand, research is clear that the total
amount of energy and protein consumed in a day is
vital to optimize the benefits of exercise as well as
evenly spacing out protein consumption each meal.
That said, consuming a post exercise snack with a 3
to 1 ratio of carbohydrates and protein (ex. Greek
yogurt & fruit, low-fat chocolate milk, trail mix & a
sports drink, etc.) can help start the recovery
process. This should be followed up by a well
balanced meal with lean protein and complex
carbohydrates within 4 hours.
With post-workout smoothies and shakes becoming
so popular, it can be tempting to assume that they
have some special benefit over solid food. The
answer is actually no, but they can be more
convenient and easier to digest. Following exercise,
blood flow is shunted away from the digestive tract
and towards the muscles. This reduced digestive
capability is why it is important to keep postexercise snacks light.

Campus Dining
Food matters because we love to eat. Sitting
down to enjoy our favorite foods can be the
highlight of the day. But food matters even
more because the foods we eat have a
purpose. The food choices we make directly
impact the energy and focus we need to
reach our goals, every day and throughout
our lives!
The dining website is a great resource for
students wanting to make the most out of
their food choices. Go to
www.campusdish.com and search for your
school.
View the daily menus and complete
nutritional information in the dining hall
through the "Locations & Menus" tab of the
website. There, you can adjust the date and
meal period you'd like to view. Select the
"Allergens and Intolerances" and "Food
Preferences" filters to narrow down choices
that are right for you.
In addition, the menu includes a Meal
Calculator.
This feature allows you to select individual
menu items to view the total nutrition for
the meal you plan to consume.
Brightly-colored, leaf-shaped icons make
better-for-you choices easy to find. It’s a
simple way to find the food that can help you
be Healthy for Life®.
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